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a mountain or hill, typically conical, having a crater or vent through which lava, rock fragments, hot vapor, and gas are being or 
have been erupted from the earth's crust.

Molten rock material

Magma extruded and flowing on the ground surface

Fire particles. Hot volcanic wind born materials

Scientist who studies volcanoes

Semi-circular topographic depression at vent of a volcano

Side of a volcano

passageway for magma to rise to the surface

Large subterranean body of magma

also called stratovolcanoes, are cone-shaped volcanoes built from many layers of lava, pumice, ash, and tephra. 

Because they are built of layers of viscous material, rather than fluid lava, composite volcanoes tend to form tall peaks 

rather than rounded cones  

a broad domed volcano with gently sloping sides, characteristic of the eruption of 

fluid, basaltic lava.

a mass of flowing or solidified lava.

Fluid basaltic lava with rope like texture

A topographic cone formed around a volcanic 

vent by fragments of lava thrown out during 

eruptions.

Translate cinder cone to
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VIDEO LINK VISCOSITY

HONEY SLOWEST, WATER 

FASTEST

HOT HONEY MOVES FASTER THAN COLD HONEY

L I Q U I D R A T E

H O N E Y F A S T E S T

O L I V E   O I L I N T E R M E D I A T E

W A T E R S L O W E S T

https://youtu.be/Z-g-tJlqPkY
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https://youtu.be/Z-g-tJlqPkY


HIGH SILICA = LOW VISCOSITY; LOW SILICA = HIGH VISCOSITY

Least explosive is basalt because it has low silica content

basalt

Andesite

Shield Composite Cinder Cone

Silica Low High Low

Viscosity Low Variable Low-Med

Environment Hot Spot Subduction Hot Spot

Rock Type Basalt Andesite basalt
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PART D: VOLCANIC HAZARD MAPS

 Instead of looking at Popo Island (Tanzania) described in the Lab 
Manual, we will be looking at the volcanic hazards of Mount 
Rainier in Washington State

 Examples of volcanic hazard maps for the Mayon Volcano in 
Luzon, Philippines are provided for comparison
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Mayon Lava Flow
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Mayon Ash Fall
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Mayon Pyroclastic Flow
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Mayon lahar
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Page 97: Popo Island replaced 

by Mount Rainier
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p. 97 Part I

 The hazard zones will be created on the maps provided in 
previous slides.

 FOR MT RAINIER, WE ARE USING MILES INSTEAD OF KILOMETERS
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p. 97 First Part

We are using miles, not kilometers

 The first exercise makes a map of the distribution of volcanic 
bombs, 15 and 7.5 miles away from the volcano main vent.

 Make a copy of the map on the slide with the 25-mile scale.

 Now get a compass

 Using the scale on the copy of the map, set the compass to 15 
miles

 Draw a circle around the summit of Mount Rainier

 Now set the compass to 7.5 miles.

 Draw a second smaller circle around the summit of Mount Rainier.

 The prevailing wind is Northwest to Southeast

 Draw an ellipse with that orientation extending 7.5 miles to the 
NW and 15 miles to the SE

 WATCH: COMPASS VIDEO

Longmire and Paradise Inn
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VOLCANIC HAZARD MAP PLOTTING.wmv
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CLOSEST TOWNS WITHIN 

RANG OF BOMBS ARE 

PARADISE INN AND 

LONGMIRE
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P. 96, Second Part

We are using miles, not kilometers

 The second exercise makes a map of the distribution of an ash 
cloud 75 miles away from the volcano main vent.

 Make a copy of the map on the slide with the 100-mile scale.

 Now get a compass

 Using the scale on the copy of the map, set the compass to 75 
miles

 Draw a circle around the summit of Mount Rainier

 The prevailing wind direction is Northwest to Southeast

 Draw an ellipse with that orientation extending 75 miles to the SE

Yakima  and Ellensburgh
Airline industry
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P. 96, Third Part

We are using miles, not kilometers

 The third exercise makes a map of the distribution of lahar flows 
22.5 miles away from the volcano main vent.

 Make a copy of the map on the slide with the 25-mile scale.

 Now get a compass

 Using the scale on the copy of the map, set the compass to 22.5 
miles

 Draw a circle around the summit of Mount Rainier

 Identify the main channels flowing down from the summit.

 Show where the lahars will flow.

a destructive mudflow on the 

slopes of a volcano.

Tacoma
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p. 98, Forth Part

WE ARE USING MILES NOT 

KILOMETERS

 The fourth exercise makes a map of the distribution of lava flows 
7.5 miles away from the volcano main vent.

 Make a copy of the map on the slide with the 10-mile scale.

 Now get a compass

 Using the scale on the copy of the map, set the compass to 7.5 
miles

 Draw a circle around the summit of Mount Rainier

 This line marks the limit of the lava flows.
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p. 98, Pyroclastic FLows

Nue Ardant, “Firey Cloud”

a dense, destructive mass of very hot ash, lava 

fragments, and gases ejected. explosively from a 

volcano and typically flowing downslope at great speed
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p. 98, last question Part 1

 Fumeroles are openings in or near a volcano, through which hot 
sulfurous gases emerge.
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Dante’s Peak 

(1997)

DR. GREGG
WILKERSON
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Trailer

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?time_continue=

60&v=O8HNlhVbGzY

VIDEO
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=60&v=O8HNlhVbGzY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=60&v=O8HNlhVbGzY


Director

Roger Donaldson

 (World’s Fastest 

Indian, Smash 

Palace, No Way Out, 

Thirteen Days)
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CAST

 Pierce Brosnan, (Remington Steele, Cold War, Fourth Protocol, Mrs. 
Doubtfire, Golden Eye, Tomorrow Never Dies, The World is Not 
Enough, Die Another Day, Mama Mia, The Ghost Writer, November 
Man)

 Linda Hamilton (The Terminator, Children of the Corn, King Kong 
Lives, Chuck),

 Jamie Renée Smith, (The Gathering, Most Valuable Primate, ER, 
Maldom in the Middle, Criminal Mines, NCIS)

 Jeremy Foley (Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Caitlin’s Way)
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Dante’s Peak

 KISS YOUR ASS GOODBYE

 NUE ARDANT

 LAHAR

 LAVA FLOW
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https://youtu.be/bhyhC0ZZrc0
https://youtu.be/WB43J-O5kR0
https://youtu.be/-s1QOMWVPd4
https://youtu.be/BiWE9ZLZucQ


Basalt forms at divergent boundaries. Subducted

basaltic material with ocean sediments melt. 

When threy do the magma is differentiated to 

form more silicic magma. Those magmas rise 

above the subduction zone to form composite 
andesitic volcanoes that have more silica.

Basaltic magmas are low silica, 

more fluid, and can form 

fountains

Subduction and melting of andesitic rocks 

create magmas that are differentiated so 

as to have make more silica-rich rhyolitic 

lavas

Glass is a super cooled liquid. It has no crystal 

structure. It is brittle at surface temperatures and 

will shatter. Upon heating, it will return to liquid 

state.

Shield Composite Cinder Cone

Viscous, High 

Silica

Gentile slopes, 

lava flows

Form cones, air 

born cinders

Intermediate 

viscosity and 

silica

Mixed materials, 

steep slopes, 

explosive and 

flows
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